Hyperlog is a declarative, graph-based language that supports database querying and update. It visualises schema information, data, and query output as sets of nested graphs, which can be stored, browsed and queried in a uniform way. Thus, the user need only be familiar with a very small set of syntactic constructs. Hyperlog queries consist of a set of graphs that are matched against the database. Database updates are supported by means of programs consisting of a set of rules. This paper discusses the formulation, evaluation, expressiveness and optimisation of Hyperlog queries and programs. We also describe a prototype implementation of the language, and we compare and contrast our approach with work in a number of related areas, including visual database languages, graph-based data models, database update languages and production rule systems.
Introduction
Visual query languages aim to provide the functionality of textual query languages to users who are not technical database experts, and also to improve the productivity of expert database users. Visualisation formalisms based on graphs are well-suited to these aims since graphs are simple, yet formally-de ned, data structures and since graph-based representations are in general found to considerably enhance the usability of complex systems 18]. Graphs have been used to visualise a number of conventional data models, for example the hierarchical and network models, the entity-relationship model and various semantic data models 15, 14] . Graphs and hypergraphs have also been used as a data modelling tool in their own right 16, 9, 29, 21, 7] .
In recent work we have developed a data model called the Hypernode Model which is based on nested graphs termed hypernodes. Hypernodes can contain the labels of other hypernodes in their node-set, including their own label. Thus arbitrarily complex objects can be represented by a network of hypernodes. Hyperlog is a graph-based declarative language which supports queries and updates over a database of hypernodes. A Hyperlog query consists of a number of graphs (termed templates) which are matched against the hypernodes in the database and which generate graphical output. A Hyperlog program consists of a set of rules whose heads and bodies are sets of templates. Programs are evaluated by repeatedly matching the rule bodies against the current database and updating the database with the information inferred, until no more new information is inferred.
Several other database languages have also used graphs as their underlying data structure and have aimed to provide a uniform approach to representing, querying and, possibly, updating both schema and data 12, 9, 16, 25, 10, 11, 24] . We compare this work with ours in Section 7 below. With the exception of Hy + 10, 11] , all these approaches regard the database as one at graph as opposed to a set of nested graphs as in our case. Nesting is supported in Hy + by allowing graphs to have nodes, called blobs, that can be sets of nodes. However, hypernodes are more general since their nodes can be graphs.
Outline of the paper
This paper describes how our current implementation of Hyperlog provides database querying, update and browsing facilities for the Hypernode Model. The paper focuses in particular on the ease and expressiveness of query formulation, and on the evaluation and optimisation of queries and programs.
The bulk of this material is contained in Sections 2 to 5 of the paper. Section 2 describes how both types and instances are represented as hypernodes. Section 3 de nes the notion of a Hyperlog query and discusses how queries are evaluated. Section 4 de nes Hyperlog programs, gives an algorithm for the evaluation of programs, and discusses optimisation of this algorithm. In that section we also describe how the expressiveness of queries can be extended by allowing templates to encapsulate programs. Section 5 discusses Hyperlog's expressiveness with respect to data representation, query formulation, computation and update. Section 6 describes the architecture of our current Hyperlog implementation. In Section 7 we compare Hyperlog with related work in database update languages, graphbased data models and visual database languages. Finally, in Section 8 we highlight the contributions of the paper and give some directions for further research.
Review of our previous work on Hyperlog
The syntax and semantics of Hyperlog were rst de ned in 20] . A fuller theoretical treatment appears in 27], covering issues of complexity of type inference and of program evaluation, and proofs of the computational and update-completeness of the language. Key features that have been added to the language since 27] are: the notion of a query and of query output; the subdivision of hypernode databases into domains in order to more easily handle query and program output; allowing rule heads to consist of a set of templates, as opposed to just one template; visualising built-in functions and relational operators as hypernodes; and allowing programs to be encapsulated within templates so that transient, intentional information can be generated.
A preliminary version of the optimisations to program evaluation that we describe here appeared in 6] and we discuss the improvements of our current approach in Section 4.5. In 19] we described a previous implementation of Hyperlog, focusing in particular on techniques for the automatic display of individual hypernodes and of the containment graph of a set of hypernodes. Our current implementation uses the same techniques and we refer the reader to 19 ] for details of them.
Types and Instances
This section describes how types and instances are represented and stored in Hyperlog. As we will see, both types and instances are represented as hypernodes, so we begin by de ning hypernodes and hypernode databases in Section 2.1. We then describe the representation of types and instances in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. We describe the logical sub-division of hypernode databases into domains in Section 2.4.
Hypernodes and Hypernode Databases
Hyperlog distinguishes between three disjoint sets: a set of labels, L, a set of constants, C, and a set of variables, V . All variable names start with a \?". All labels are upper-case identi ers. Constants may be arbitrary other identi ers.
A hypernode is a triple (l; N; E) where l 2 L, N (C L) and E is a set of pairs (n 1 ; n 2 ) such that n 1 ; n 2 2 N. Thus a hypernode may be visualised as a labelled, directed graph.
A hypernode database (or simply a database) is a set of hypernodes no two of which have the same rst component, i.e. no two hypernodes have the same label.
Types
In Hyperlog, types are either atomic types or hypernode types. The former include builtin types such as STRING, NUMBER, TEXT, FILE and PICTURE while the latter are user-de ned. The schema of a database consists of the set of hypernode types.
To illustrate, Figure 1 shows the schema of a database containing information about suppliers, parts and subparts. The type SUPPLIER shows that each supplier may have a name and may be based in a city. The type PART shows that each part may have a name and a cost, may be supplied by one or more suppliers, and may be composed from one or more subparts. The type COMPOSITION stores information about a subpart of a part, namely the label of the subpart and the quantity required to make up the parent part. The lower-case identi ers appearing within the types of Figure 1 are user-speci ed constants each of which may be regarded as an atomic type consisting of a single instance which is that constant.
We notice that hypernode types may be recursively de ned e.g. PART in Figure 1 .
Fingure 1: Schema of the Parts and Suppliers Database.
Instances
Instances of hypernode types are also hypernodes. The Editor tool, which is described in greater detail in Section 6 below, allows the user to create an instance of a hypernode type from the type itself. This is achieved by replacing the type label by a unique instance label, by replacing each node, t, by zero or more instances of type t, and by replacing each edge, t 1 ! t 2 , by zero or more edges n 1 ! n 2 , where n 1 is of type t 1 and n 2 is of type t 2 . Instance labels can be either user-supplied or system-generated, but must be unique.
To illustrate, Figure 2 shows three instances of the SUPPLIER type, labelled S1 -S3, four instances of the PART type, labelled P1 -P4, and three instances of the COMPOSI-TION type, labelled C1 -C3. We notice that P1 contains three instances of SUPPLIER and three instances of the edge`suppliedby ! SUPPLIER'. We also notice that P3 and P4 contain no instances of`composedfrom' and COMPOSITION, or of the edge`composedfrom ! COMPOSITION' (indicating that they are basic parts). Once an instance has been created, its type is immutable. The instance may be updated, again using the Editor, by deleting nodes and edges, or by creating further instantiations of the nodes and edges of its type. An alternative way to update an instance is by means of a program | see Figure 6 (a) and the discussion in Section 4.3.
Domains
In our current implementation, a hypernode database is logically sub-divided into a number of domains, including a domain that contains the database schema, a domain that contains the actual data (i.e. the instances of the types in the schema), a domain that contains stored queries and programs, and possibly several user-generated domains that hold query and/or program output. Thus, hypernodes representing types and hypernodes representing instances are distinguished by residing in separate domains. The Browser tool (which is described in Section 6) assists navigation through any database domain.
Queries and Query Evaluation
This section de nes the notion of a Hyperlog query and discusses how queries are evaluated. We begin by de ning templates, which are the building blocks that make up queries (and also programs), in Section 3.1. We de ne the notion of a match for a template with respect to a set of hypernodes in Section 3.2. We then de ne queries, matches for queries and results of queries in Section 3.3 where we also give some example queries. In Section 3.4 we describe how queries are evaluated.
Templates
Like hypernodes, templates are labelled, directed graphs. However, templates di er from hypernodes in that they can have variables as their labels or nodes and also their nodes and edges can be negated. Visually, negated nodes appear pre xed by the symbol : and negated edges appear with a \/" drawn through them. The last-but-one item above restricts all template edges to be between positive nodes. This is because a positive edge containing a negated node would not match any hypernode in the database, while a negative edge containing a negative node would match all hypernodes not containing that node and thus is tautological. Like instances, templates are created from hypernode types by means of the Editor tool. The user instantiates type labels by instance labels or variables, in the case of user-de ned types, or by constants or variables, in the case of built-in atomic types. Any number of instances of nodes and edges can be created within a template. The type associated with the template and with each of its nodes is immutable. This information is retained by the system and is used during query evaluation to limit matching of the template to instances of the appropriate type.
To illustrate, Figures 3 (a) -(c) show three templates, the rst two of which were obtained by instantiating the SUPPLIER type and the third by instantiating the PART type. The rst template matches every instance of SUPPLIER that contains the node`name' and an edge from`name' to some node (which will be of type STRING), i.e. it matches all suppliers with a recorded name. The second template matches every instance of SUPPLIER that contains the nodes`name',`city' and \London", an edge`city ! \London"' and an edge from`name' to some node, i.e. it matches all suppliers with a recorded name that are based in London. The third template matches every instance of PART that contains the nodè pname' and an edge from`pname' to some node, and that does not contain the node S3, i.e. it matches all parts with a recorded name that are not supplied by S3.
We note that if the type PART had more than one node that was adacent to SUPPLIER, e.g. an extra edge`past supplier ! SUPPLIER', then the template in Figure 3 (c) would match all parts that are not supplied by S3 now and were not supplied by S3 in the past either. If we wanted parts that are not supplied by S3 now but might have been in the past, then we would need to use a query (see Section 3 below) consisting of two templates, one of type PART containing an edge`supplier ! ?SUPPLIER' and a second labelled with the built-in equality predicate EQUALS (see Section 3.3) containing a negated edgè ?SUPPLIER ! S3'. 
Matches for Templates
A substitution in our context is a set fx 1 =c 1 ; : : :; x n =c n g, where fx 1 ; : : :; x n g V , fc 1 ; : : :; c n g (C L) and the c i are distinct Our motivation for requiring distinct variables in a template to match distinct constants is so that the template is the same`shape' as the subgraph of the hypernode it matches, which seems conceptually natural since both are just graphs. Matching then includes subgraph isomorphism as a sub-problem and can easily be shown to be NP- Complete 27] .
We denote by Matches(T; DB) the set of matches for a template T with respect to a set of hypernodes DB.
Thus, the set of matches for each of the templates of Figure 3 with respect to the hypernodes of Figure 2 are, respectively, (a) ff?SUPPLIER/S1,?name/\Jones"g, f?SUPPLIER/S2,?name/\Smith"g, f?SUPPLIER/S3,?name/\Black"gg, (b) ff?SUPPLIER/S1,?name/\Jones"g, f?SUPPLIER/S3,?name/\Black"gg and (c) ff?PART/P2,?pname/\Widge2"g, f?PART/P4,?pname/\Widge4"gg.
Queries
A query is a set of templates, T 1 ; : : :; T n , which are to be matched against a selected domain of the database. The user chooses which variables in the query should have their instantiations output in the query result. Visually, such variables then appear with a dark background box (see Figure 4 ). All other variables are intermediate ones used for matching purposes only. Each template is matched with respect to the current database state and these sets of matches are composed to obtain a set of matches for the query as a whole. More formally:
Given two sets of matches, Matches(T 1 ; DB) and Matches(T 2 ; DB), their composition, Matches(T 1 ; DB) Matches(T 2 ; DB), is de ned as follows. Let V ARS(T) denote the set of variables appearing as the label or in the node-set of a template T. Let V ARS(T 1 ) n V ARS(T 2 ) = fx 1 ; : : :; x p g, V ARS(T 2 )nV ARS(T 1 ) = fy 1 ; : : :; y q g and V ARS(T 1 ) \ V ARS(T 2 ) = fz 1 ; : : :; z n g. Then every pair of substitutions fz 1 =a 1 ; : : :; z n =a n ; x 1 =b 1 ; : : :; x p =b p g 2 Matches(T 1 ; DB), fz 1 =a 1 ; : : :; z n =a n ; y 1 =c 1 ; : : :; y q =c q g 2 Matches(T 2 ; DB)
gives rise to a substitution fz 1 =a 1 ; : : :; z n =a n ; x 1 =b 1 ; : : :; x p =b p ; y 1 =c 1 ; : : :; y q =c q g 2 Matches(T 1 ; DB) Matches(T 2 ; DB).
The composition operator is clearly commutative and associative. Thus, the overall set of matches for a query T 1 ; : : :; T n is given by Matches(T 1 ; DB) : : : Matches(T n ; DB)
The result of the query is a set of hypernodes obtained by applying each match for the query to its set of templates, ignoring variables which are not highlighted and ignoring also the contents of such variables if these are template labels. These hypernodes are placed in a domain selected by the user, which may be a new domain or an existing domain. The output domain must be distinct from the input domain.
For example, assuming that part names are unique, queries ( We can make a number of observations from these queries. First, in queries (a)-(d) parts are existentially quanti ed | we postpone a discussion of universal quanti cation to Section 5. Second, Hyperlog requires negated variables to be range-restricted, i.e. they must also appear positively in a query, see for example the variable ?SUPPLIER of Figure  4 (b). Third, the query of Figure 4 (d) gives the desired result because there is at least one supplier of Widge2 and Widge3 in the database. A more general formulation of this query uses a program consisting of two rules | this is illustrated in Figure 6 (b) and discussed in Section 4.3 below.
Fourth, we note from Figure 4 (f) that the representation assumed for the built-in aggregation function MAX is a hypernode containing a set of edges, where the presence of an edge`arg ! res' means that MAX(arg) = res. In general, any single-argument function, whether a built-in, intentional one or a user-de ned, extensional one, can be represented as hypernode containing a set of edges of the form`arg ! res'.
Binary relationships are represented similarly | see for example the built-in equality predicate EQUALS in Figure 8 below, where the presence of an edge a ! b means that a EQUALS b. In general, any binary relationship, whether a built-in, intentional one or a user-de ned, extensional one, can be represented as hypernode containing a set of edges.
Query Evaluation
For the purposes of query evaluation, we regard the database as a set of facts of three predicates, hypernode( ), node( ; ) and edge( ; ; ). In particular, given a set of hypernodes, s, we denote by FACTS(s) its corresponding set of facts. Conversely, given a set of facts, f, we denote by HY PS(f) its corresponding set of hypernodes, where for any set of hypernodes, s, HY PS(FACTS(s)) = s holds. To illustrate, given the hypernodes labelled S1 and C1 in Figure 2 , we have that FACTS(fS1, C1g) = fhypernode(S1), node(S1,name), node(S1,\Jones"), node(S1,city), node(S1,\London"), edge(S1,name,\Jones"), edge(S1,city,\London"), hypernode(C1), node(C1,part), node(C1,P3), node(C1,quantity), node(C1,5), edge(C1,part,P3), edge(C1,quantity,5)g Queries are similarly translated into a set of literals of the same three predicates, and given a set of templates, t, we denote by LITS(t) its set of corresponding literals. To illustrate, for the query, Q say, of Figure 4 We denote by MatchLits(t; s) the set of matches for a set of literals, t, with respect to a set of facts, s, where if t = LITS(fT 1 ; : : :; T n g) and s = FACTS(DB) then MatchLits(t; s) is de ned by MatchLits(t; s) = Matches(T 1 ; DB) : : : Matches(T n ; DB) Clearly, the order in which a set of literals t is matched against a set of facts s in order to determine MatchLits(t; s) is immaterial to the set of substitutions found. However, we use a number of heuristics to order them so as to reduce query processing time, in the same way as strategies for side-ways information passing and reordering of subgoals are used in logic languages 5, 23] . In particular, the next literal to be matched is selected by applying the following criteria, in order of preference:
an edge literal with 3 instantiated arguments; an edge or node literal with 2 instantiated arguments; an edge, node or hypernode literal with 1 instantiated argument; an uninstantiated edge literal; an uninstantiated node literal; an uninstantiated hypernode literal.
Due to the requirement for negated variables to be range-restricted and for negated edges to be between positive nodes, we can postpone matching negated node and edge literals until they are fully instantiated. There are also some constraints on matching literals of the form edge(f; a; b) where f is a built-in function (such as MAX in Figure 4(f) ) or a built-in relational operator (such as EQUALS in Figure 8 ) in that we will`match' built-in functions only after a has been instantiated and built-in relational operators only after both a and b have been instantiated.
Programs and Program Evaluation
This section de nes the notion of a Hyperlog program and discusses how programs are evaluated. We begin by de ning the notion of a rule in Section 4.1 and de ning how information is inferred from a rule head for each match of the rule body. In Section 4.2 we de ne a program to be a set of rules and we give an algorithm for the evaluation of programs. In Section 4.3 we discuss some example programs. In Section 4.4 we extend the expressiveness of queries by allowing templates to encapsulate programs which generate transient, intentional information. Finally, in Section 4.5 we discuss how the evaluation algorithm of Section 4.2 can be optimised. The information output for each match of the body of a rule (given by expression (1) above) is a set of ground templates. These templates may have labels that already exist in the database or may have new labels, generated under case (iii) above. For templates with existing labels, the positive nodes and edges in the template will result in the insertion of new nodes and/or edges into the hypernode of that label, if it does not already contain them; conversely, the negative nodes and edges in the template will result in the deletion of nodes and/or edges from the hypernode with that label, if it currently contains them. For templates with new labels, a new hypernode will be inserted into the database, with nodes and edges as indicated by the positive nodes and edges of the template.
Rules

Programs
A program is a set of rules. The evaluation of a program consists of repeatedly matching the bodies of its rules against the current database state and updating this state with the information inferred until no more new information is inferred.
The user chooses the domain with respect to which a program is to be evaluated and the domain where the output is to be placed. These may or may not be the same physical domain. If they are the same physical domain, then at the end of the evaluation this domain will re ect the updates inferred by the program. If the input and output domain are not the same physical domain, then the input domain will be left unchanged and the inferred updates will be applied to the output domain only.
More formally, given an input domain containing a set of hypernodes DBIn, an output domain containing a set of hypernodes DBOut, and a program P, the updated contents of the output domain, DBOutNew, resulting from the evaluation of P are determined according to the following Algorithm:
ALGORITHM EV AL PROG Line 17 of the algorithm checks if a new fact has been inferred for insertion or an existing fact has been inferred for deletion. If not, the evaluation terminates. Otherwise, line 19 checks if an insertion and deletion of the same fact has been inferred, in which case the evaluation of program P is aborted and no ouput information is inferred. The reason for this check is that we wish programs to be both deterministic and declarative, so we do not arbitrarily choose one of two con icting operations and neither do we prioritise these operations.
Since negation is allowed in rule heads, the evaluation of a program may fail to terminate, for example by repeatedly inferring the insertion and deletion of the same fact on alternative iterations of the loop. Another source of non-termination is variables that appear in rule heads but not in the rule body since these may cause the continual generation of new labels on each iteration of the loop. Programs with neither of these features are guaranteed to terminate. Figure 6 (a) shows a program which updates S1's city from \London" to \Manchester", provided the input and output domain are the same physical domain. Figure 6 (b) shows a program which determines the labels and names of suppliers who supply Widge2 or Widge3. A new output domain should be chosen to contain this inferred information since if the input and output domain were the same physical domain, then there would be no change to that domain as a result of evaluating this program. Figure 6 (c) shows a program comprising two rules that generates the`bill of materials' for the parts database of Figures 1 and 2 , provided it is evaluated with respect to an output domain which does not already contain a hypernode labelled BILL OF MAT. The e ect of this program is to create a hypernode labelled BILL OF MAT and to place within it one hypernode, with an arbitrary new label, for each part/sub-part relationship in the input domain. BILL OF MAT may thus be viewed as a set of records.
Examples of Programs
We observe the encapsulation of one template within another in the two rules of Figure  6 (c). This`inset' notation is merely a graphical convenience and is equivalent to two templates, the outer one containing the label of the inner one in its node-set.
Another notational convenience illustrated by Figure 6 (c) is that the user may omit a template's label | the system automatically generates a new variable name for that label which cannot appear anywhere else in the query. Thus the template encapsulated within each of the three templates labelled BILL OF MAT has a label which is an arbitrary unique variable name, as does the template contained in the template labelled TIMES.
The TIMES template also illustrates how multi-argument functions can be visualised as hypernodes. As with single-argument functions, such hypernodes may be regarded as containing a set of edges`arg ! res'. However, in this case`arg' is a hypernode containing a set of arguments.
Encapsulating programs within templates
A variable, labelled ?S say, in the node-set of a template T of a query can encapsulate a program P provided there is a template labelled ?S in the head of one or more rules of P. The node ?S of T can be regarded as an intentionally-de ned set. This encapsulation of programs within templates can occur to an arbitrary level of nesting, i.e. the templates in the body of a rule can themselves contain further encapsulated programs.
To illustrate, Figure 7 (a) shows a query that nds the maximum cost of any part while Figure 7 (b) shows a query that nds the maximum cost of any part supplied by Black. The output of query (a) is a hypernode labelled MAX and containing the single node 150, while that of query (b) is a hypernode labelled MAX and containing the single node 100. We observe that encapsulated programs inherit the bindings for variables in their bodies. Thus, for example, the variable ?SUPPLIER is`bound' in the encapsulated program of Figure 7 (b) while the variable ?cost is`free'. These semantics impose a constraint on the order in which matching occurs in that an encapsulated program can only be evaluated after all its bound variables have been fully instantiated (and it will be evaluated once for each such alternative instantiation).
We also observe that the label ?S within an encapsulated program is treated somewhat di erently to other variables that appear in the head of a rule but not in its body. In particular, rather than a new arbitrary instantiation being generated for ?S per match of the rule body, as would be the case under case (iii) of Section 4.1, a single instantiation is used for all matches of the rule body. In other words, ?S is treated as a constant rather than as a variable, albeit a transient constant that is generated by Hyperlog for each alternative instantiation of the bound variables of the encapsulated program. Subject to this treatment of ?S, the evaluation of an encapsulated program proceeds according to Algorithm EV AL PROG and its output, DBOutNew, is placed in a new, transient domain.
Optimisation of program evaluation
It is clearly desirable to optimise line 9 of Algorithm EV AL PROG in order to utilise the work done to compute the previous round's matches for the rule bodies, i.e. to use the previous round's matches, MatchLits(body; facts i?2 ), for each rule body body in order to compute the current round's matches, MatchLits(body; facts i?1 ). We examine how this can be achieved in the following series of observations. For these observations, we assume that body = fp 1 ; : : :; p n ; :q 1 ; : : :; :q m g, where p 1 ; : : :; p n ; q 1 ; : : :; q m are all positive literals; we denote by V ARS(body) the set of variables appearing in the literals of body; and we denote by r the following predicate which constrains di erent variables to be instantiated by di erent constants or labels, thus complying with our de nition of a substitution in Section 3.2:x i ; x j 2 V ARS(body); i 6 = j x i 6 = x j Observation 1 For any set of facts, f, MatchLits(body; f) = f j 2 MatchLits(fp 1 g; f)^: : :^ 2 MatchLits(fp n g; f)r ^q 1 6 2 f^: : :^q m 6 2 fg
In other words, we can individually match each positive literal, and then check for each match that the inequality predicate holds and that the negative facts are not present in f. In practice, we store f and each individual set of matches MatchLits(fp i g; f) as relations, where the latter is obtained by means of a selection operation over the former. We then obtain the overall set of matches for the positive literals, f j 2 MatchLits(fp 1 g; f): : :^ 2 MatchLits(fp n g; f)g, by joining the individual sets of matches. The individual sets of matches from the previous round are also retained in Observation 3 in order to compute the decrements and increments to the previous round's matches (respectively given by the second and third sub-expressions of Observation 3). We note that the optimisation of Observation 3 is analogous to the TREAT algorithm 22] designed for the incremental evaluation of production rules in OPS5. However, our semantics are set-oriented rather than instance-oriented, and we re rules in parallel rather than prioritising them.
The expression of Observation 3 can be used to replace MatchLits(body; facts i?1 ) in line 9 of Algorithm EV AL PROG. A preliminary version of this optimisation appeared in 6], except that in that paper we did not consider the possibility of negation in the heads of rules, so that the sets of matches were monotonic increasing and a semi-naive evaluation approach could be adopted. Also, in that paper we considered a hypernode database to consist of facts of a single predicate graph( ; ; ) as opposed to three predicates hypernode( ), node( ; ) and edge( ; ; ), which results in a less e cient algorithm for some classes of program.
Expressiveness of Hyperlog
Representationally, the previous gures and examples illustrate how Hyperlog's single hypernode type can be used to visualise records, tuples, sets, functions and relations | for example, see the hypernodes of Figure 2 , the TIMES hypernode of Figure 6 (c), the NUM-SET hypernode of Figure 4 (f), the MAX hypernode of Figure 4 (f), and the EQUALS hypernode of Figure 8 , respectively. Hyperlog is type-complete in the sense that there is no limit to the permitted nesting of hypernode types. Also, hypernode types can be recursively de ned | for example, the PART type of Figure One drawback of having such a small number of constructs in Hyperlog is that the speci cation of existentially quanti ed queries such as those in Figure 4 is much simpler than that of their universally quanti ed counterparts. We illustrate this in Figure 8 where the queries (a) -(c) are the universally quanti ed counterparts to the queries (a) -(c) of Figure 4 , and respectively show: the names of suppliers who supply all parts called Widge2, the names of suppliers who do not supply any part called Widge2, and the names of suppliers who supply all parts called Widge2 and all parts called Widge3. We conjecture that it would be straight-forward to introduce a new graphical construct to denote universal quanti cation, after suitable user evaluation. For example, pre xing the ?PART labels of the queries of Figure 4 Regarding Hyperlog's computational expressiveness, although the natural numbers are built into our implementation for ease-of-use and e ciency reasons, they can be generated by Hyperlog itself as a sequence of nested hypernodes. Visually, the type NAT contains a single node, NAT itself. 0 is represented by an empty hypernode, labelled ZERO say, of type NAT. 1 is represented by a hypernode of type NAT, labelled ONE say, containing ZERO as its single node. 2 is represented by a hypernode of type NAT containing ONE as its single node, and so forth. In 27] we use this representation of the natural numbers to prove that Hyperlog is computationally complete. In particular, we show that Hyperlog can simulate counter programs which are known to be computationally complete 17] . In that paper we also show that Hyperlog is update-complete 1].
6 Implementation Figure 9 shows the architecture of our current Hyperlog implementation. The Database (DB), Browser Display Generator, Evaluator and Translator modules are implemented in the functional database programming language PFL 26] while the UI modules are implemented in Tcl/Tk. The Database is logically sub-divided into a number of domains, including systemde ned domains for containing the database schema, the data, and the queries and programs, and user-generated domains for holding query and program output. The Translator provides a two-way translation between the database-internal representation of hypernodes and templates, and the logical hypernode model. The Browser Display Generator calculates the graphical layout of the containment graph of the domain that has been selected for browsing by the user. The Evaluator undertakes the evaluation of a selected query or program.
The Library, Browser and Editor together constitute the User Interface (UI) and each of them may have multiple instances invoked at any one time. The evaluation of a query or program can be requested either from the Browser (if the domain being currently browsed is the query/program domain) or from the Editor (if a query or program is being edited). We conclude this section by describing the Library, Browser and Editor modules in greater detail.
The Library
The Library provides a graphical overview of the domains and types in the current database (see Figure 10 ). It presents to the user an icon for each domain (see the left-hand side of Figure 10 ), and provides facilities for creating new domains and for updating the contents of an existing domain. It also presents an icon for each type (see the right-hand side of Figure  11 ), which can be dragged into the Editor window for creating instances and templates. The Library is opened automatically whenever a hypernode database is loaded and provides the starting point for any operation on the database. Several instances of the Library can be invoked at any one time, each one representing a di erent database. 
The Browser
The Browser is invoked by double-clicking on a domain icon in the Library and displays the containment graph of this domain (see Figure 11 ). The layout of the displayed graph is automatically calculated (see 19] for details). The user can rotate and zoom the display, and move nodes manually if necessary, to improve its visual appearance. The selected domain may consist of a large number of hypernodes, so methods are provided which restrict the initial set of hypernodes to be included in the display. These methods include the following and can be used in combination:
The user is allowed to specify a type, and the browser display is restricted to hypernodes of that type only. The user is allowed to request that only`top-level' hypernodes be displayed i.e. hypernodes that may contain other hypernodes but are themselves not contained in any hypernode.
The user can select a subset of the currently displayed graph for re-display by clicking on the desired hypernodes.
If there are too many hypernodes to be displayed on a single screenful, the browser output is automatically partitioned into`pages' which may then be selected individually for display.
Methods are also provided which allow the user to incrementally add to the displayed graph. In particular, an`Expand-Down' function allows the user to select one or more hypernodes and adds to the display all the hypernodes immediately contained within them. Similarly, an`Expand-Up' function adds to the display all the hypernodes immediately containing a selected set of hypernodes. The Browser provides an`undo' facility for reversing both these kinds of expansion.
By double-clicking on a hypernode in the Browser display, the user can open up an Editor window (see below) which displays the contents of that hypernode. The trail of the successive hypernodes visited by the Editor is shown on the Browser display, in a di erent colour to the containment graph.
The Editor
The Editor supports the update and creation of hypernodes and the composition of queries and programs (see Figure 12 ). It provides a tool-bar on the left hand side of the screen and a work bench on the right hand side. Any number of hypernodes may be moved onto the work bench at any one time and so more than one hypernode can be edited simultaneously. Creating an instance hypernode from a type hypernode is achieved by moving the appropriate type into an Editor window and replacing nodes representing types by nodes representing instances. The Editor displays the type information and the instantiated nodes using di erent colours. After editing, a hypernode can be stored in the database by picking it up from the Editor window and dropping it over the appropriate domain in the Library window.
In order to edit an existing type or instance hypernode, the user selects it from the Browser or Library window. This opens an Editor window with the hypernode ready to be edited on the work bench. All objects within the Editor window are movable and nodes can be re-arranged by picking them up with a mouse-click and dragging them to the desired location. New nodes can be created by`dropping' a hypernode from another window into the hypernode being edited and new edges can be created by electing the start-and endnodes and clicking on the edge symbol. Nodes and edges can be deleted by selecting them and clicking the CLEAR button in the tool-bar.
Hypernodes whose contents are too large to be displayed on a single screenful are not handled by the Editor tool and are displayed in a Browser window instead. They can be updated by means of programs rather than directly within the Editor tool.
The Editor is also used for composing queries and programs. Each template is created by taking a copy of the appropriate type, instantiating its nodes to be either variables or constants and deleting the unwanted nodes and edges. If the instantiated value is a label, a double-click on this will`open up' a nested hypernode for further editing. It is also possible to create a nested hypernode separately and then`drop' it into its parent hypernode. Similarly, it is possible to create a program and then`drop' it into an encapsulating template.
Finally, the Editor can also be used for limited navigation: Nested nodes can be opened up either within the containing hypernode and displayed on the same workbench (see Figure  13 ), or in a new Editor window. The former option is preferred for editing shallow nested structures, such as small queries or programs. If more than a very few levels of nesting are used this display quickly becomes cluttered and a new Editor window for each level is the preferred option. Our work relates to a number of areas, including database update languages, graph-based data models and visual database languages, which we discuss in turn below.
Database update languages
Hyperlog programs have in ationary xpoint semantics, similarly to languages such as detDL 1] and IQL 2] . Most similar to Hyperlog is IQL, a textual, typed, rule-based language whose programs can dynamically generate new object identi ers as a result of variables appearing in the head of a rule and not in the rule body. However, in Hyperlog new hypernode labels are generated only if there is no match for the instantiated rule head in the database. In contrast, in IQL new object identi ers are created independently of the database contents. IQL supports tuple, set, union and intersection type constructors whereas Hyperlog's single hypernode type constructor can simulate all of these. IQL and Hyperlog are both update-complete.
Graph-based data models
Several systems have visualised the database as a single directed graph, for example the data models of GOOD 16], G-Log 25] and Gql 24] . In contrast, the Hypernode Model provides inherent support for data abstraction by supporting nesting of directed graphs.
Other data models have been based on hypergraphs, which generalise graphs by allowing edges to connect more than two nodes | such edges are termed hyperedges. Hypedges may be directed, connecting one set of nodes to another, or undirected, connecting a single set of nodes. In 28] hypergraphs are used to model Hypertext databases and a number of browsing and update operators over such databases are provided, though not a generalpurpose querying or update language. In 29] hypergraphs are used to represent query output and to support browsing of such output | however, queries are textual, not graphbased. In 21] we described an object-oriented data model called GROOVY in which object classes and instances are both represented as labelled hypergraphs. More recently, the structure modelling hypergraphs of 7] appear to have similar expressiveness to GROOVY.
The Hypernode Model subsumes hypergraph-based data models since an undirected hyperdge can be represented as a hypernode containing a set of nodes, and a directed hyperedge as a hypernode containing an edge that connects two further hypernodes. In contrast, the nesting provided by hypernodes cannot easily be captured by conventional hypergraphs.
Another extension of conventional graphs is the higraph 18], which supports nodes that are sets of further nodes, and also hyperdges. Thus, hypernodes and higraphs have similar representational expressiveness. The hygraphs of 10, 11] similarly allow nodes, called blobs, that are collections of further nodes. However blobs are merely syntactic objects and need not necessarily be interpreted as sets. This is in contrast to the Hypernode Model where the encapsulation of one hypernode within another is interpreted as set inclusion. In fact hypernodes are non-well-founded sets 3], an issue that is discussed in 27].
Visual database languages
In relation to visual query languages, our creation of query templates from types is reminiscent of the lling in of forms in QBE 30] . However, QBE represents relational operators, aggregation functions and conditions textually using special-purpose syntax, whereas in Hyperlog such constructs are visualised as hypernodes, in the same way as the data. Moreover, Hyperlog queries can encapsulate programs and can thus be posed over intentional, transient data rather than just factual, stored data.
Several systems have provided facilities for the formulation of textual queries from a graph-based representation of the database schema 4, 13]. Other systems, closer to our own work, aim to provide an integrated graph-based approach to representing, querying and possibly updating both schema and data 12, 9, 16, 25, 10, 11, 24] . We discussed the data model underlying each of these systems in Section 7.2 above.
G+ 12] and Graphlog 9] are query languages for the Hy + environment 10, 11] . In these languages queries are graphs whose edges are annotated with regular expressions, unlike Hyperlog which is rule-based. Queries are matched against the database graph and return sub-graphs of it. These languages are not computationally complete | for example, Graphlog is translated into Datalog for evaluation. Neither language supports database updates.
In GOOD 16] queries are also graphs which match sub-graphs of the database graph. Updates are speci ed by incorporating into queries ve graphically-represented primitive operations (for adding or deleting a node or an edge, and an operation called`abstraction'). Programs consist of sequences of patterns. GOOD is computationally complete, but its update expressiveness is not established. G-Log 25] is a similar rule-based language whose rules are also ordered. In contrast, Hyperlog programs are strictly declarative in the sense that rules are not prioritised, and Hyperlog is update-complete.
Gql 24] provides a graphical representation of queries which are translated into a textual database language for evaluation. Several queries can be combined into one query by linking them using negation, relational operators or aggregation. Computation is represented by annotating nodes with arithmetic expressions. The output to a Gql query is just the textual output of the underlying textual query. Gql does not support database updates.
Conclusions
We have discussed the formulation, evaluation, expressiveness and optimisation of queries and programs in Hyperlog, a data manipulation language for the Hypernode Model. We have described the architecture and functionality of our current implementation of Hyperlog, and we have compared and contrasted our approach with a number of related database languages.
One of the main contributions of the paper is that it has identi ed a number of features that are unique to Hyperlog and has illustrated the advantages of these features:
Firstly, we have seen the semantic richness of the Hyperlog's single hypernode type, which can, for example, be used to visualise in a conceptually natural way records, tuples, sets, functions and relations. Thus, Hyperlog is data-model neutral and can be used to model and manipulate relational, object-based or functional representations of real-world data, or a mixture thereof. For example, the schema of Figure 1 and instances of Figure 2 are object-based, as are the queries and programs of Figures 4 (a) -(e), 6 (a) and 6 (b). An alternative representation of the same information might have been as a number of binary rela-tionships between objects and their attributes e.g. NAME and CITY relationships between SUPPLIER and STRING, and PNAME, COST, SUPPLIEDBY and COMPOSEDFROM relationships between PART and STRING, NUMBER, SUPPLIER and COMPOSITION, respectively. Another illustration of Hyperlog's representational exibility is the program of Figure 6 (c) which creates a set of records, BILL OF MAT, and manipulates this set, the TIMES function, and part and composition objects in a uniform way.
Secondly, our current implementation of Hyperlog is unique in presenting to the user two kinds of data relationships as graphs: the contents of individual hypernodes and the containment graph of a set of hypernodes. This distinguishes between`local' relationships (such as the attributes of an object) and`global' relationships (such as the referencing of one object by the other). The former kind of relationship is encapsulated within hypernodes and so does not clutter up the visual display of the global database structure within the Browser. The contents of individual hypernodes can be examined in a separate window using the Editor tool or, in the case of large hypernodes, another instance of the Browser tool.
Thirdly, the logical sub-division of a hypernode database into domains aids the formulation of queries and programs in a number of ways:
placing query output into a domain means that it can be queried, browsed and updated in the same way as the data; queries can be formulated and evaluated incrementally; schema information can be accessed, queried and browsed (but not updated) in the same way as the data; programs can play a dual role: they can be used to update a particular domain if this is selected to be both the input and the output domain of the program, or they can be used for querying purposes if the output domain is distinct from the input domain. Hyperlog is a streamlined language and to use it the user need learn only a very small number of syntactic constructs. None-the-less, it is computationally and update-complete. The second contribution of this paper is that we have shown how techniques from logicbased languages and production rule systems can be used to evaluate and optimise Hyperlog queries and programs.
There are three main directions for further work. Firstly Hyperlog needs to be evaluated for ease of use with respect to conventional database query languages, and also other visual database languages. This study is likely to identify the need for more visual short-hands for the core language, for example for universal quanti cation. Secondly, given its representational richness, we would like to investigate the use of Hyperlog as a unifying end-user interface to heterogeneous databases. This will involve porting Hyperlog to conventional DBMS technology and will also serve to establish its practical feasibility with respect to query and update performance. Thirdly, we are currently investigating using Hyperlog for visualising and interacting with the World-Wide-Web. 
